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Richard Wagner's monumental opera cycle, Der Ring des Nibelungen, or
simply The Ring, is a masterpiece of art and philosophy that has captivated
audiences for more than a century. Its complex and multi-layered
symbolism, its soaring music, and its profound exploration of universal
themes have cemented its status as one of the most significant works of
Western culture.

The Perfect Wagnerite, written by George Bernard Shaw in 1898, is a
comprehensive analysis of The Ring that provides invaluable insights into
its musical, dramatic, and philosophical significance. Shaw, a prominent
playwright, critic, and socialist, was a fervent admirer of Wagner's music
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and ideas, and his commentary on The Ring is both incisive and
illuminating.

In this essay, we will explore the key themes and ideas presented in The
Perfect Wagnerite, examining Shaw's analysis of The Ring's characters,
music, and philosophical underpinnings. We will also consider the enduring
legacy of both The Ring and The Perfect Wagnerite, and their continued
relevance to modern audiences.

Key Themes and Ideas in The Perfect Wagnerite

Shaw's commentary on The Ring is organized into four parts, each of
which explores a specific aspect of the opera cycle:

1. The Plot and Characters

2. Wagner's Musical Language

3. Wagner's Philosophy

4. The Redemption of Mankind

In the first part, Shaw provides a detailed analysis of the plot and
characters of The Ring, deftly unveiling the complex relationships between
the gods, giants, and mortals who populate its world. He highlights
Wagner's use of symbolism and the significance of the Ring itself as a
symbol of power and desire.

In the second part, Shaw examines Wagner's musical language, analyzing
the innovative techniques and groundbreaking harmonies that characterize
the score of The Ring. He praises Wagner's use of the leitmotif, which
allows the music to reinforce the emotions and themes of the drama.



In the third part, Shaw explores Wagner's philosophy, which is deeply
rooted in German idealism and the writings of Friedrich Nietzsche. He
argues that The Ring is a profound exploration of the human condition, and
that it offers a vision of redemption and hope for mankind.

In the fourth and final part, Shaw considers the redemption of mankind,
arguing that Wagner's ultimate goal in The Ring is to awaken our
compassion and show us the possibility of a better future. He suggests that
the opera cycle offers a path to redemption through love, art, and the
pursuit of truth.

The Enduring Legacy of The Ring and The Perfect Wagnerite

The Ring continues to be one of the most widely performed and admired
operas in the world. Its epic scope, magnificent music, and timeless themes
have captivated generations of audiences. The Perfect Wagnerite has also
played a significant role in the appreciation and understanding of The Ring,
providing a framework for interpreting its complexity and appreciating its
artistic and philosophical significance.

Today, both The Ring and The Perfect Wagnerite remain essential works
for opera lovers and anyone interested in the intersection of art and
philosophy. They offer insights into the human condition, the power of love
and redemption, and the transformative potential of art.

The Perfect Wagnerite is a masterful commentary on Richard Wagner's Der
Ring des Nibelungen, providing a thorough analysis of its plot, characters,
music, philosophy, and enduring legacy. George Bernard Shaw's incisive
and insightful writing illuminates the complexities of The Ring, helping us to
appreciate its artistic brilliance and philosophical depth.



Whether you are a seasoned Wagnerite or a newcomer to the world of
opera, The Perfect Wagnerite is an indispensable guide to one of the most
important works of art in Western culture. Its insights will enrich your
understanding of The Ring and inspire you to explore its timeless themes
and ideas.
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